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Introduction 

Background and definition 

Persistent Ductus Arteriosus (PDA) is a common congenital heart defect that presents 

significant challenges in neonatal care, especially in preterm infants. The ductus arteriosus 

(DA), which connects the pulmonary artery to the aorta and allows blood to bypass the 

developing lungs, is an essential fetal blood channel. This vessel usually closes on its own 

within the first 72 hours after birth as part of the normal body process  switching from fetal to 

neonatal circulation. If the DA is left open or patent, it causes PDA, a disorder that, if left 

untreated, can have serious consequences. Persistent closure of the DA demands functional 

processes, such as muscle contraction, and anatomical mechanisms, including morphological 

and molecular remodelling. It takes complex physiological procedures to close the DA. 

Within hours of birth, the placental vasodilators withdraw, the circulating prostaglandin E2 

(PGE2) significantly decreases, and the newborn's initial breaths increase arterial oxygen 

partial pressure (PaO2), all of which contribute to functional closure of the DA (1). Anatomic 

closure, on the other hand, is more complicated and involves structural alterations such as the 

migration of smooth muscle cells, the breakdown of the inner elastic layer, and the deposition 

of the extracellular matrix, which eventually forms a fibrous ligamentum arteriosum. 

Numerous factors, such as the infant's gestational age and general health status, can affect 

these processes (2). PDA, a congenital cardiac abnormality that occurs in 10–21 cases of 

congenital heart disease, is caused by irregularities in the DA's closing operations (3). 

Hemodynamically significant PDAs (hsPDAs) are associated with multiple factors that 

impact the shunt volume, ductal size, blood pressure variations, additional clinical symptoms, 

echocardiographic results, and the effect on other organs. The incidence of PDA in full-term 

infants is only around  5–10% (4). A PDA is firmly connected and, thereby, more common in 

preterm infants (4). This is attributed to the immaturity of the processes that control DA 

closure in preterm newborns. As a result, PDA may cause various hemodynamic 

abnormalities, such as elevated pulmonary blood flow, reduced systemic blood flow, and 

possibly even congestive heart failure. Other challenges, such as intraventricular hemorrhage 

(IVH), necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC), and bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) may worsen 

as a result of these disruptions (5). PDA management is still a highly discussed and 

researched subject. The three main categories of treatment options include surgery, 

medication, and conservative methods.  To reduce the symptoms and effects of PDA, 

conservative therapy may include fluid restriction and respiratory assistance (8). Non-



   

 
 

steroidal anti-inflammatory medications (NSAIDs) like ibuprofen or indomethacin are 

commonly used as pharmacological therapies because they block prostaglandin synthesis and 

encourage DA closure (1). Despite their widespread effectiveness, these medications have the 

potential to cause adverse effects, including gastrointestinal issues and renal impairment (6). 

When pharmaceutical treatments prove to be unsuccessful or contraindicated, surgical options 

are taken into consideration. For many years, the only effective treatment for PDA was 

surgical ligation, which is typically an invasive procedure that involves physical closure of the 

DA. Less invasive methods like transcatheter device closure have become increasingly  

common in recent times. These procedures involve inserting a closure device through a 

catheter, which provides a less traumatic alternative to open surgery and has shown 

encouraging efficacy and safety results (7). Developments in diagnostic techniques have also 

enhanced PDA management. The main diagnostic method for PDA is echocardiography, 

which enables medical professionals to evaluate the ductus size and hemodynamic relevance 

(2). In conclusion, PDA is a severe clinical problem in the field of neonatology, particularly 

with premature babies. Even though spontaneous closure frequently occurs, DA management 

necessitates carefully weighing the advantages and disadvantages of different therapeutic 

methods. Sustained investigation is essential for improving approaches to PDA diagnosis and 

treatment, ultimately leading to better outcomes for impacted neonates. This thesis explores 

the most recent developments and potential future paths in PDA research while offering a 

thorough analysis of the field's existing diagnostic and treatment modalities. 

 

Neonatal cardiovascular system 

The embryonal vascular system changes significantly during pregnancy, with the last changes 

occurring hours after birth. It is a system perfectly adapted to the conditions inside the 

mother’s womb (1).  

Cardiac development is a complex process, which is the first to develop. It involves high 

molecular signalling, ensuring the timely spatial configuration alterations and actual 

formation of structures. Genetic or environmental disruptions can interfere with the processes 

and contribute to the development of congenital heart diseases. The complex progression of 

the cardiovascular system in embryonic development starts with the wandering of cardiac 

progenitor cells toward the primitive streak, where they later mature into cardiac myoblasts – 

undifferentiated cells capable of forming muscle tissue. The primitive streak, located in the 

posterior part of the embryo, plays a crucial role in the embryonal transformation from a one-



   

 
 

dimensional structure to a multi-dimensional one, giving rise to the three germ layers that will 

form following embryonal formations. The endoderm, considered the innermost layer, will 

develop into the digestive system and internal organs. The mesoderm, the middle layer, will 

emerge into muscular organisations, while the ectoderm, the outermost layer, will form the 

nervous system and skin. Within the mesoderm, vasculogenesis occurs, a process in which 

blood islands form vascular arrangements. The coalescence of these blood islands creates the 

region of embryonic tissue that gives rise to the heart and related structures, which are 

initially horseshoe-shaped and enveloped by cardiac myoblasts. The top part matures into 

primitive ventricles and later, the whole structure of the cardiogenic field undergoes a 

cephalocaudal rotation, ultimately forming a primitive heart tube. It is already connected with 

vascular structures to secure the respectable development of the cardiac system. During the 

developmental process, blood is directed into the dorsal part of the aorta via the cranial part of 

the heart tube, while the channel for venous return is managed by the caudal portion. During 

this phase, not only does cephalocaudal rotation occur, but also other configuration changes. 

Relocation of the heart into the thorax is promoted by an anterior shift of the buccopharyngeal 

membrane and neural tube closure. The primitive heart tube incorporates the endocardium, 

developing into the endothelial layer; the myocardium equivalent to the muscular bulk; and 

the external embryonic heart surface is formed by the visceral pericardium, comprising three 

layers that mirror the structure of the adult human heart (8).  

 Significant changes in the heart tube occur between approximately days 22 to 23 of 

embryonic development, resulting in its elongation and the assumption of a cardiac loop 

configuration. This loop formation involves the caudal portion bending dorsocranially and to 

the left while the cranial portion bends ventrocaudally and to the right. Typically, this entire 

process of cardiac loop formation takes about five days, completing by day 28 (8).  The heart 

tube will undergo multiple transformations and divisions as development continues until the 

mature heart is formed. Developmental processes, such as the formation of the trabeculated 

portions of the right ventricle, formed by the proximal part of the heart tube, occur. The distal 

section becomes the truncus arteriosus, which gives rise to critical structures like the proximal 

portions of the aorta and pulmonary artery, while the central segment develops into the conus 

cordis, which acts as a precursor for the ventricular outflow tracts. As the loop formation 

nears completion, trabeculated regions emerge from smooth muscle walls, acting as primitive 

ventricles. However, their formation is linked to embryonal lethality. Between days 27 and 

37, septa form through the fusion of endocardial cushions, originating in crucial structures 



   

 
 

such as aortic and pulmonary channels, atrioventricular canals and valves, and atrial and 

ventricular septa. 

At this time, a crest-like arrangement called the septum primum develops from the roof of the 

common atrium. Another small opening, the ostium primum, is created as the lower portion of 

the septum primum shifts slightly towards the endocardial cushions. While the endocardial 

cushions eventually merge, physiological apoptosis leads to perforations, forming the ostium 

secundum. This opening is mandatory for oxygen supply, facilitating blood flow between the 

primitive atria. As development progresses, the right atrium expands, giving rise to the 

septum secundum, which partially covers the ostium secundum, forming the foramen ovale 

(8). Following birth, elevated oxygen levels lead to the prompt closure of the foramen ovale. 

Further during the development, a single pulmonary vein evolves near the septum primum, 

integrating into the left atrium. The atrioventricular canal forms cushions which fuse and 

eventually divide the canal into left and right orifices around week four of neonatal 

development. The atrioventricular valves evolve from surrounding edges composed of 

mesenchymal tissue and are connected to papillary muscles via chordae tendinea. Later on, 

truncal swelling leads to the division of the aorticopulmonary septum, creating aortic and 

pulmonary channels and semilunar valves. Swelling of the conus leads to the division of 

conus cordis creating right and left ventricles, which serve as primitive outflow tracts. The 

ventricular septum is composed of a muscular part, which is created by the expansion and 

merging of the ventricular walls and a membranous part formed by the closure of the 

interventricular foramen. The sinoatrial node, known as the natural pacemaker of the human 

heart, generates electrical impulses and establishes the normal rhythm and heart rate. In the 

early stages, it is initially situated in the caudal region of the primitive heart tube. Progressing 

through developmental changes, the pacemaker role shifts to the sinus venosus, found 

between the two venae cavae, within the embryonic heart. When the sinus venosus merges 

with the right atrium, it becomes the sinoatrial node´s point of origin (8). 

 Vascular development involves two main mechanisms: vasculogenesis, where vessels form 

through the coalescence of angioblasts, and angiogenesis, where vessels sprout from existing 

ones. Major vessels like the dorsal aorta or the cardinal veins primarily develop through 

vasculogenesis, while the rest forms via the second mechanism.  The vascular endothelial 

growth factor (VEGF) and other growth factors play an important essential role in these 

processes. 

Around week four and five, the arterial system changes significantly. The formation of 



   

 
 

pharyngeal arches initiates the development of aortic arches, each paired with its own cranial 

nerve and artery. These arches are embedded in the mesenchyme of the pharyngeal arches and 

originate from the aortic sac, the farthest portion of the truncus arteriosus. The arches 

subsequently give rise to the left and right dorsal aortae. While initially paired, the dorsal 

aortae fuse caudally, forming a single vessel. The complex system is influenced by the 

pharyngeal arches and the vessels that are connected to them, which emerge in a carnial to 

caudal order. Significant transformations, including the disappearance of the first and second 

aortic arches, the persistence of the third, fourth, and sixth arches, and the establishment of a 

definitive arterial pattern, occur by day 27. Additionally, vitelline, and umbilical arteries 

undergo development, contributing to the supply of derivatives of the foregut, midgut, and 

hindgut. During the fifth week, three pairs of major veins can be differentiated. The cardinal 

veins make up the primary venous drainage system; the vitelline veins,  transport blood from 

the yolk sac to the venous sinus; and the umbilical veins, which begin in the chorionic villi  

bring oxygenated blood to the embryo (9). 

 
Figure 1. The graphic shows the anatomical connection of the pulmonary artery and the aorta through the PDA. 

(10) 

 

 

Significance of PDA 

PDA is a severe illness that affects a newborn's immediate health as well as their long-term 

cardiovascular function. To avoid problems and enhance patient outcomes, early detection 



   

 
 

and timely action are essential. The management of PDA has been significantly improved by 

developments in both pharmaceutical and surgical treatments, highlighting the significance of 

ongoing research and innovation in this area. 

 

 

Aims and objectives 

The thesis aims to comprehensively address critical aspects of an open PDA, striving to 

advance both diagnostic and therapeutic outcomes for affected infants. The primary objective 

is to highlight the epidemiology and clinical manifestation of the condition, as well as the 

pathophysiology and hemodynamic consequences, for a better understanding. Quintessential 

of this review is the evaluation of diagnostic approaches, with the intention of appraising 

existing modalities, such as imaging techniques and biomarkers, but also investigating the 

newest strategies. Another elementary part focuses on the analysis of pharmacological and 

surgical interventions, which includes the safety and efficacy of pharmaceutical agents like 

indomethacin and ibuprofen, as well as assessing the outcomes of surgical methods such as 

ligation and transcatheter closure. Additionally, the thesis will include emerging therapies, 

presenting forward-looking perspectives in that field. Furthermore, the research is aiming to 

contribute to the ongoing evolution of diagnostic and therapeutic approaches for infants with 

an open PDA. 

 

 

Literature review 

Circulation before and after birth 

During pregnancy, the embryo relies on the physiology of the DA. It is a shunt between the 

pulmonary artery and the aorta, which acts as one of the two routes to bypass the lungs. 

Throughout fetal development, the main gas exchange occurs in the placenta, from which 

maternal blood, with a saturation of around 80%, enters via the umbilical vein into the fetal 

circulation. The oxygenated blood in the fetus passes the ductus venosus located in the liver 

and is transported further to the right atrium via the inferior vena cava. However, a small 

amount of blood enters the sinusoids of the liver due to a sphincter mechanism with the target 

of mixing portal and umbilical circulation. Another mixing occurs in the right atrium, in 

which desaturated blood coming from the lower limbs meets with the placental blood. From 



   

 
 

here, the main route continues by the second mechanism necessary for bypassing the lungs 

considered as foramen ovale. The foramen ovale is formed by small holes in the septum 

primum and secundum functioning as walls separating the right and left ventricles. A small 

portion of blood is kept in the right atrium by the crista dividens, a small structure at the 

inferior margin of the septum secundum. The deoxygenated blood returning from the head 

and arms through the superior vena cava mixes with the remaining blood in the right atrium. 

This mixture then enters the right ventricle, and considering a higher resistance of the 

pulmonary vessels during fetal development, most of the blood passes straight through the 

DA and enters the descending aorta taking its path via umbilical arteries to be reoxygenated in 

the placenta. The remaining blood which did not pass through the DA reaches the lungs via 

the pulmonary artery to secure an adequate supply and assure growth and maturation (9). 

From here, the way of return is over the pulmonary vein into the left atrium, following the left 

ventricle into the aorta.  

Hours after birth, the circulatory system changes due to the interruption of the placental blood 

flow and initial breathing of the newborn. These two mechanisms lead to the contraction of 

smooth muscles situated in the walls of blood vessels and ducts. Primarily, a functional 

closure  of the DA occurs within minutes after birth ensuring fetal survival. The complete 

anatomical closure due to fibrous proliferation can last over two to three months. The 

umbilical arteries are the first to close, followed by the umbilical veins, the DA and the 

foramen ovale (9). 

Within the first 12-24 hours after birth, the DA will spontaneously close due to increased 

oxygen levels and decreased PGE2 production, leading to an anatomical change in the smooth 

muscles (4). Those muscles within the vessel walls are sensitive to oxygen, acetylcholine, 

bradykinin, and endothelin released from the lungs during initial inflation. Commonly, the 

DA becomes fibrous within the next 14 days after birth and is closed entirely.  Nevertheless it 

can remain patent with the need for therapeutical treatment (1). 

The closure of the foramen ovale is similarly closed by the mechanism of a pressure change 

induced by the first breaths of a newborn. The left atrium pressure increases while on the right 

side, the pressure decreases, leading to the adhesion of septum primum and septum secundum 

(9). This closure, however, is reversible and can take about one year to entirely fuse, although 

around 25% of the population live with a patent foramen ovale (11). 

 



   

 
 

Epidemiology 

Physiologically, the patent DA will close in a term infant during the first 72 hours after birth; 

this accounts for approximately 90-95%. The prevalence is inversely proportionate to 

gestation and birth weight in preterm newborns. In a newborn with a gestational age below 28 

weeks, the incidence of PDA rises to 70% (1). Furthermore, a very low birth weight (VLBW) 

of about 1000 grams is associated with the highest risk for a persistent  DA and is very 

common. Generally, PDA is associated with around five to ten percent of congenital heart 

diseases (1)(3). Infants with neonatal respiratory distress syndrome (RDS), those who were 

not given prenatal corticosteroids, newborns presenting metabolic acidosis or who were 

exposed to chorioamnionitis are also less likely to experience ductal closure (12). 

Furthermore, risk factors include fetal alcohol syndrome, congenital rubella, and  Down 

syndrome (8)(9).  

 

Pathophysiology and influencing factors of persistence  

During fetal development, the embryo is highly dependent on the physiological organisation 

of the vascular system, which becomes, if no chemical and anatomical changes occur, a 

serious pathological condition after birth. The pathophysiology behind the PDA depends 

mainly on the cellular action of prostaglandin E2 and genetic factors that lead to 

hemodynamic consequences. Throughout fetal development, PGE2 is 

continuouslysynthesised by Cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) locally in the DA, which causes its 

patency. COX-2 is an isoenzyme that is essential for the synthesis of various prostaglandins. 

The synthesis happens by converting arachnoid acid to prostaglandin G2 by a cyclooxygenase 

reaction, which is followed by a peroxidase reaction creating prostaglandin H2, from which 

isomerases like PGE2 are created (10)(11). PGE2 interacts with four different E-type 

prostanoid receptors (EP1-4) through paracrine and autocrine mechanisms. Angiogenesis 

mediated by COX-2 and PGE2 is primarily driven by the binding of PGE2 to EP2 and EP4 

receptors (17). EP4 can significantly inhibit elastogenesis and decrease the amount of lysyl 

oxidase (LOX) protein, which catalyses elastic fiber formation via the cross-linking enzyme 

necessary for duct closure. Furthermore, PGE2-EP4-cyclic AMP (cAMP)- protein kinase A 

(PKA) increases hyaluronan-mediated intimal thickening in the DA, which plays an important 

role since hyaluronan accumulation promotes smooth muscle cell migration into the 

subendothelial layer. Additionally, cAMP activates Epac, a nucleotide exchange protein that 

regulates the activity of proteins mandatory for smooth muscle cell migration independent of 



   

 
 

hyaluronan accumulation. Disruption in the synthesis,  catalysation, formation, or 

accumulation can result in the pathological condition of a PDA, where the organism is unable 

to spontaneously close the ductus arteriosus (15). 

 

Clinical manifestation 

Depending on the type of shunt, the clinical signs and symptoms can vary. The more common 

left-to-right shunt is linked to the classic PDA presentation, in which the blood follows a 

pressure gradient from the aorta's high pressure to the pulmonary artery's lower pressure (1). 

The pulmonary blood flow of the left-to-right shunt type is elevated, which can result in 

pulmonary overcirculation and symptoms including heart failure, pulmonary edema, and 

respiratory distress. It is common in preterm infants and often results in hemodynamic 

instability. The right-to-left shunt, on the other hand, occurs less frequently and usually 

indicates more complex cardiac pathology or elevated pulmonary vascular resistance (3). It is 

associated with significant pulmonary hypertension, where the pressure in the pulmonary 

artery exceeds the pressure in the aorta, reversing the direction of blood flow. The right-to-left 

shunt is often related to cyanosis, a bluish skin discoloration, due to a lack of oxygen, because 

the deoxygenated blood bypasses the lungs and enters the systemic circulation (3).  

Regardless of shunt direction, the most significant instance of a PDA is a machinery murmur 

of the heart identified during auscultation. It is a distinctly loud and continuous systolic and 

diastolic murmur which is loudest at S2 and best heard in the left infraclavicular region. 

Additionally, a PDA is associated with characteristic bounding peripheral pulses,  due to an 

increased cardiac output of as much as 25% (18). A wide pulse pressure caused by the typical 

decreased diastolic pressure has been associated with a PDA for a long time, but recent 

studies confirmed that it is considered a normal finding in the first week of life and has no 

correlation between patency and severity of a PDA (19). Longer-lasting low diastolic pressure 

causes hypotension and systemic hypoperfusion which can result in cardiac hypertrophy, 

renal dysfunction, feeding intolerance, unexplained metabolic acidosis and hemorrhage, 

depending on the affected organ (20). Moreover, hypoperfusion can lead to volume overload 

and the onset of congestive heart failure. A common finding caused by excessive blood flow 

in the pulmonary vasculature is pulmonary edema, potentially leading to respiratory failure. 

Newborns may also suffer from symptoms like recurrent episodes of apnea and tachypnea and 

require ventilator support (5). 

High-pressure shunts or generally untreated congenital heart diseases are a risk factor for 



   

 
 

developing infective endocarditis, which is rare but a serious complication. An additional 

complication is the Eisenmenger syndrome showing signs of cyanosis and congestive heart 

failure (21). 

 

Diagnostic modalities 

Diagnostic and laboratory testing further enhance the clinical picture, assisting in confirming 

the suspected diagnosis of a PDA in newborns showing symptoms of a high-pressure shunt. 

Diagnostic methods include clinical examination, chest radiography, echocardiography, 

electrocardiography (ECG), cardiac catheterization, and angiography, as well as biomarkers. 

During clinical examination, findings include the characteristic machinery murmur, which has 

the highest specificity but lacks responsiveness for a patent DA. As well as hypotension, 

bounding peripheral pulses and tachypnea or apnea. 

Cardiac imaging plays a major role in the diagnosis of patent DA. With the assistance of chest 

radiography, signs of pulmonary overcirculation showing edema and cardiac hypertrophy may 

become visible. 

The gold standard for PDA diagnostics is echocardiography, which uses sound frequencies 

that are inaudible to humans to produce images of the heart and vascular systems using 

ultrasonography technology. A transducer is used in this process to transform mechanical 

energy into electrical energy and vice versa using piezoelectric crystals (22). The reflected 

ultrasound echoes construct cardiac images, which are affected by factors like air, bone, or 

foreign bodies. Functional echocardiography requires ultrasound machines with various 

modes and Doppler capabilities, along with electrocardiogram gating for assessing systole and 

diastole. Several transducers with different frequencies are required for imaging at distinct 

depths, because of the variance in patient size in pediatrics, ranging from newborn to 

teenager. Newborns and small children rely on high-frequency probes because they focus on a 

depth of four to five centimeters. In older children or adults, low-frequency probes are 

considered since they have the ability to focus at a depth of 12-16 centimeter (23). A mid-

range transducer is necessary for use with toddlers or small children. In summary, functional 

echocardiography offers rapid, dependable, and immediate information that is crucial for 

patient care. It is a non-invasive bedside examination that evaluates cardiac anatomy, 

estimates pressure gradients across valves and vessels and intracardiac pressures, determines 

blood flow direction, assesses filling pressure and fluid responsiveness, and measures pressure 

gradients across defects. Additionally, it provides physiological insights that can profoundly 



   

 
 

impact patient management in the intensive care unit and proves invaluable for monitoring 

therapeutic interventions (23).  

Referring to the diagnostic measures in PDA echocardiography provides accurate information 

to determine the exact location and size of the defect. The diameter of the PDA is typically 

measured as its narrowest point during end-systole and either expressed as an absolute value 

in milliliters or referenced to the diameter of the left pulmonary artery or patient body weight 

(milliliter per kilogram). Assessment of the shunt pattern involves analyzing the directionality 

and velocity during diastole and systole. For a PDA to result in significant shunting for 

systemic to pulmonary circulation, the flow must be unrestrictive and left-to-right. PDAs with 

a diameter less than 1.5mm are considered small due to their typically restrictive nature, 

causing only a minor increase in pulmonary circulation, and rarely exhibiting 

echocardiographic signs of a high-volume shunt. Further classification of PDAs with a 

diameter of at least 1.5 mm as moderate or large is based on the increasing likelihood of a 

high-volume shunt (22). Additionally, an increased left ventricular and left atrial enlargement 

indicates an hsPDA (1). Apart from that, various studies have highlighted different 

echocardiographic criteria for defining an hsPDA, including references to the ratio of the left 

atrium to the aorta or the importance of the ductal diameter. However, these criteria primarily 

indicate the presence of a high-volume shunt rather than its clinical significance (22). 

Moreover, a prospective study carried out involving 30 cases with suspected PDA revealed 

that cardiac multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) angiography outperformed 

echocardiography in both the detection and evaluation of PDA. While echocardiography 

detected PDA in 28 out of 30 cases, MDCT successfully identified PDA in all 30 cases, a 

finding confirmed by cardiac catheterization and/or surgery. This diagnostic method 

demonstrates a sensitivity and specificity of 100% for detecting PDA. Origins were found to 

be the innominate artery in four cases, the inferior surface of the aortic arch in eleven cases, 

and the aortic isthmus in fifteen cases, being the most common location for a defect. The most 

prevalent morphological type was cone-shaped, followed by tubular, elongated, complex, and 

window-shaped being the least common.  

MDCT serves as a noninvasive imaging tool for assessing complex cardiovascular 

morphology, particularly extracardiac associations, the aortopulmonary collateral vessels and 

the anatomy of the pulmonary artery. MDCT angiography displays exceptional qualitative 

and quantitative information about various defects. While conventional angiography remains 

the gold standard for cardiac imaging, it carries the risk of invasiveness, potentially leading to 



   

 
 

mortality of up to 1% of newborns (24). The diagnostics of PDA and the planning of 

percutaneous closure are significantly enhanced by the capabilities of MDCT. It assesses 

essential information such as morphology and size and potential complications, including 

thrombosis, aneurysms, and calcifications. With millisievert (mSv) doses and short 

acquisition times, MDCT is now easily achievable, reducing the amount of pediatric imaging 

that requires general anesthesia. In the management of clinically unstable children, especially 

in intensive care settings, it is shown to be particularly beneficial. Multiplanar and three-

dimensional images derived from CT data are effective in illustrating both normal and 

pathologic cardiovascular structures in patients with congenital heart disease (24).  

Biomarkers represent an alternative diagnostic approach, represented by brain-type natriuretic 

peptide (BNP) and N-terminal pro-BNP (NTpBNP). BNP, a member of the natriuretic peptide 

family alongside structurally similar peptides, share a distinctive biochemical structure 

characterized by an amino-acid ring and a disulfide bridge between two cysteine molecules. 

The primary source of BNP synthesis and secretion is the ventricular myocardium. Initially 

produced as a prehormone (proBNP), BNP undergoes cleavage upon release into the 

bloodstream yielding two fragments: the biologically active amino acid BNP, representing the 

C-terminal fragment, and the inactive amino acid N-terminal fragment NT-proBNP, both 

continually present in blood. Increased synthesis and secretion of both peptides are primarily 

triggered by myocardial wall stress. BNP has a half-life of 20 minutes, while NT-proBNP has 

a half-life of 120 minutes, resulting in approximately six times higher serum levels than BNP 

(25). Furthermore, a study demonstrated that the serum NT-proBNP concentration could 

accurately predict the onset of BPD or death in very preterm infants with PDA, regardless of 

the persistence of PDA (26). 

In summary, BNP and NTpBNP are biomarkers that can be used to estimate a hsPDA or to 

triage newborns at risk of PDA for screening echocardiograms on the second or third day of 

life. 

Isoprostanes (IsoPs) are a distinct class of prostaglandin-like chemicals which are mainly 

considered as biomarkers of oxidative stress. They arise in vivo by the peroxidation of 

arachidonic acid triggered by free radicals, using a nonenzymatic mechanism (27). 

IsoPs are highly connected to ductal constriction or dilation, depending on the concentration 

of thromboxane and EP4 receptors. A study by Chen et al. pointed out that oxygen exposure 

increases IsoPs levels in newborn mouse lungs by activating thromboxane A2 receptors, 

leading to the constriction of DA. Thromboxane A2 is a well-known vasoconstrictor that is 



   

 
 

triggered during periods of tissue damage and inflammation, it also features prothrombotic 

qualities since it promotes platelet activation and aggregation (28). Simultaneously it was 

observed that by the mediation of PGE2 receptor EP4 IsoPs can induce vasodilation of 

preterm isolated DA. Either way, these processes lend plausibility to the idea that oxygen and 

oxidative stress have a physiopathological effect during the transitional phase of the 

circulatory system in both sick and healthy newborns. Furthermore, considering that preterm 

newborns produce a lot of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and have an underdeveloped 

antioxidant system, diseases like NEC, IVH, and BPD are mostly associated with oxidative 

stress. On the other hand, in low to moderate concentrations, ROS contribute physiologically 

to the cellular and tissue maturation that occurs during the fetal and neonatal stages, leading to 

the conclusion that free radicals can be both harmful and helpful substances (29). 

Another study comes to the conclusion that early assessment of urinary isoprostanes (uIPs) is 

a trustworthy, non-invasive biomarker for predicting hsPDA in premature newborns, thereby 

facilitating prompt diagnosis, treatment, and management of the condition (30). The study is 

concentrated on newborns with RDS who are between 23 and 33 weeks of gestational age. To 

test uIP levels, researchers took urine samples on the second and tenth days of life (DOL). To 

diagnose hsPDA, they performed echocardiography 24 to 48 hours after birth. Of the 60 

newborns included in the study, 55% had hsPDA. Ten percent needed surgery, and forty-five 

percent needed ibuprofen therapy for closure. The findings demonstrated a substantial drop in 

uIPs levels between the second and tenth DOL. Higher uIPs levels on the second DOL were 

substantially linked to the development of hsPDA, according to adjusted regression analysis. 

With 82% sensitivity and 73% specificity, an uIPs threshold of 1627 ng/mg of creatinine was 

found to predict hsPDA (30). 

In conclusion, uIPs, which can be easily measured in urine samples, are particularly good 

PDA biomarkers and help predict the start of hsPDA in premature neonates (29).  

 

The majority of biomarkers associated with PDA persistence are inflammatory markers, such 

as different interleukins (IL). IL-6, -8, and -12 have pro-inflammatory functions, which means 

they encourage diseases. For instance, IL-6 promotes vascular remodelling and pulmonary 

morbidity, while IL-8 is also linked to angiogenesis. In addition to its pro-inflammatory 

properties, IL-12 has anti-angiogenic properties. However, IL-10 is associated with the anti-

inflammatory function of pulmonary morbidity and vasculature remodelling. In one study, the 

persistence of PDA was linked to high levels of the previously mentioned inflammatory 



   

 
 

markers, with the exception of IL-12 (31). This data may also suggest a connection to early 

pulmonary morbidity. In the same study, erythropoietin (EPO) was considered a biomarker 

for a persistent PDA and failure of pharmacological therapy, suggesting its potential as a 

guiding tool for treatment decisions. Briefly, EPO is a hormone with vasoconstrictive 

properties and, most importantly, stimulates erythropoiesis. According to the study, postnatal 

circumstances, especially hypoxia, have an impact on EPO levels. Notably, there were strong 

negative associations between median pH and EPO levels, confirming that postnatal hypoxia, 

as opposed to prenatal circumstances, is the primary factor influencing EPO levels. This gives 

evidence to the theory that EPO levels on the second DOL are more indicative of postnatal 

than prenatal problems. Recombinant EPO has also been related to increased airway 

resistance and lung inflammation in earlier investigations, which is consistent with the link 

between high EPO levels and subsequent lung illness in very preterm newborns. 

Early detection of high EPO levels could assist in the identification of PDA infants who are at 

a lower risk of spontaneous ductal closure. Additionally, it may provide quick pharmaceutical 

treatments, avoiding the need for recurrent echocardiograms and enabling surgical treatment 

in cases where medicine is unlikely to be beneficial. Besides many limitations of the study, 

including the small number of participants and single-center design, it highlights the potential 

of EPO as a predictive biomarker for PDA. In order to assess the clinical usefulness of EPO 

and other biomarkers in the treatment of PDA in preterm newborns, as well as to comprehend 

the biological mechanisms underlying these relationships, more research is required. Gaining 

insight into this connection has the potential to greatly improve clinical procedures and the 

outcomes for these susceptible patients (31).  

The diagnosis of PDA in newborns is improved by combining clinical examination, advanced 

imaging techniques, and biomarker analysis. The gold standard for PDA diagnosis is still 

echocardiography, which offers comprehensive and crucial information about the 

abnormality. This is complemented by further anatomical and morphological information 

provided by chest radiography and MDCT angiography. Furthermore, biomarkers help guide 

early and targeted therapeutic decisions including BNP, NTpBNP, EPO, and IsoPs. These 

biomarkers provide vital information on the physiological and pathological status. 

Concluding, a comprehensive diagnostic approach guarantees accurate diagnosis and effective 

management of PDA, improving outcomes for affected newborns. 

 

A clinical score for recognizing and monitoring hsPDA was the goal of a study published in 



   

 
 

2017 by Frontiers in Pediatrics. Clinical indications were noted and compared to 

echocardiographic results in a group of 154 preterm infants, yielding a brief clinical score 

with 84% sensitivity and 80% specificity. This non-invasive index may help identify  preterm 

infants that need PDA treatment by enabling accurate diagnosis and focused 

echocardiography use. The score is derived from six clinical and echocardiographic criteria. 

The left atrial-to-aortic root velocity ratio (2 points for 1.5 m/s or 1 point for 1.3-1.5 m/s) and 

the ductal diameter (2 points for 1.5mm, 1 point for 1.0-1.5mm) are two of the 

echocardiological measures. An additional criterion for scoring is the Doppler flow pattern, 

where a continuous or pulsatile flow is worth one point and an end-diastolic reversal is worth 

two points. Two points are given for clinical heart failure symptoms; if any are present, no 

points are expressed. Every instance of elevated oxygen consumption and systemic 

hypoperfusion must be recorded with one point; absences result in zero points. Typically, 

newborns with hsPDA scored two or higher points. The overall score may drive clinical 

decision-making for additional care and treatment by estimating the likelihood of hsPDA (32).  

 

Current treatment methods 

The best way to treat a PDA is still up for debate; anyhow, there are several approaches, 

including conservative methods like cooling or feeding modalities, pharmaceutical 

approaches, and surgery. 

Conservative care may be adequate to support a gestationally more developed infant until the 

duct closes on its own. In order to treat pulmonary edema, conservative therapy involves 

carefully limiting fluid intake (110 to 130 ml/kg/d while observing urine output) and raising 

peak expiratory pressure (PEEP). Since there is little proof that diuretics enhance outcomes 

for extremely premature children, they could prevent PDA closure, and they might create 

electrolyte imbalances that can be challenging to treat, diuretics are contentious. 

Preterm newborns with a symptomatic PDA benefit from pharmacological treatment with 

medication like ibuprofen, indomethacin, or acetaminophen/paracetamol (1). 

Pharmaceutical therapy is mainly correlated to cyclooxygenase inhibitors like ibuprofen and 

indomethacin. The classes of COX inhibitors, which cover a big therapy spectrum, includes 

aspirin, NSAIDs, and COX-2 selective NSAIDs. Within the class of NSAIDs, indomethacin 

and ibuprofen are most effective in the closure of a persistent PDA by inhibiting the 

cyclooxygenase enzyme. As a consequence of this inhibition, arachidonic acid cannot be 

converted into prostaglandins, which lowers vasodilation essential in maintaining the DA 



   

 
 

open (33). Generally, it has been demonstrated that ibuprofen administered orally and 

intravenously is equally effective. Ibuprofen has to be given three times, 10 mg/kg for the first 

dose, 5 mg/kg for the second dose given after 24 hours, and 5 mg/kg for the third dose given 

after another 24 hours (34). 

Indomethacin is given intravenously to reduce the risk of gastrointestinal bleeding (18). The 

dosages comprise  0.2 mg/kg first, then again at 0.1–0.2 mg/kg depending on the infant's age 

and response, and finally at 0.1–0.2 mg/kg after a further 12–24 hours while keeping the same 

parameters in mind (34). When compared side by side, indomethacin and ibuprofen show 

comparable efficacy (70%) for the first three doses of treatment. About 25% of cases, 

particularly in the most preterm newborns, reopen after treatment. Some suggest 

administering an additional dose of indomethacin 24 hours following the third dose due to the 

high rate of reopening (18). Anyhow, it is important to distinguish between immediate and 

long-term impacts of the pharmacological treatment with indomethacin and ibuprofen. The 

short-term effects of ibuprofen medication include no noticable changes to cerebral, 

mesenteric, or renal blood flow, as well as an improved renal safety profile with less rise in 

serum creatinine and less decrease in urine output. Studies on the long-term effects of 

ibuprofen have revealed an increased incidence of chronic lung disease (6). It also carries the 

potential risk of bilirubin displacement, which, in the event that serum ibuprofen 

concentrations are elevated, can result in kernicterus. In general, ibuprofen has less well-

established long-term neurodevelopmental data than indomethacin. On the other hand, 

compared to ibuprofen, indomethacin causes a higher incidence of oliguria, decreased 

cerebral, mesenteric, and renal blood flow, and increased renal toxicity in the short term. 

Long-term impacts include a decreased risk of developing chronic lung disease and a lower 

incidence of brain injury known as periventricular leukomalacia, which improves 

neurodevelopmental outcomes, especially in male newborns (6). 

Acetaminophen, often known as paracetamol, is another common medicine used in the 

treatment of PDA. It is thought that paracetamol is inhibiting prostaglandin H2 synthetase 

(cyclooxygenase) at its peroxidase site, hence reducing prostaglandin synthesis.  

The recommended dosage of paracetamol for PDA treatment, which can be given any route 

without further complications, is 15 mg/kg every six hours for a duration of three to seven 

days (34). Paracetamol is linked to a lower increase in blood creatinine concentration, less 

oliguria, and lower bilirubin levels when compared to ibuprofen and indomethacin. In 

extremely premature newborns, it has been administered as a rescue therapy after 



   

 
 

indomethacin treatment failed, and in nearly half of cases, ductus closure or decrease has been 

achieved. Its efficacy ranges from 70% to 81% when used as a primary treatment; better 

success rates are shown when the treatment starts during the first week of life (18). Several 

reports claim that treatment can start as early as two or three days old, and in certain 

situations, complete closure is achieved. Anyhow, Increased liver enzyme concentrations have 

been observed in preterm newborns treated with as few as four doses of paracetamol. 

However, after the medicine was stopped, these enzyme levels normalized. Although preterm 

newborns' immature hepatic cytochrome P-450 (CYP) enzymes may shield them from short-

term toxicity, there is still a chance of liver damage. Hence, prudence is advised (18). To 

ensure both efficacy and safety, more research is required to determine the ideal dose and 

course of treatment for paracetamol. Longer treatment durations are associated with better 

outcomes, according to current research, although patient-specific considerations must always 

be taken into account. 

In summary, paracetamol offers a better side effect profile and equivalent efficacy when 

compared to standard NSAIDs for the treatment of PDA. In order to decide the optimal course 

of action for each child, neonatologists and pediatric cardiologists should weigh clinical 

criteria and echocardiographic characteristics while including paracetamol in their customized 

treatment plans (35). Generally, the most effective way to monitor neonates receiving 

pharmacological therapy in between doses is to use echocardiography to see if ductal closure 

has already occurred. 

More invasive methods of treating a PDA include surgical ligation and cardiac 

catheterization. There are many clinical criteria that must be ensured to perform surgical 

ligation, one of the most important being a hsPDA, which results in a substantial blood shunt 

that impairs organ function and causes symptoms. Additionally, in the event that conservative 

medical therapy fails, ligation is taken into consideration. Also referred to in this therapy 

method are infants whose PDA is so severe that they need continuous breathing support or 

cannot be weaned off ventilation. Clinical signs of severe physiological stress, such as growth 

restriction, dyspnea, and heart failure, are considered as inclusion criteria too. Furthermore, if 

there is evidence of a considerable left-to-right shunt and the ductal diameter is greater than 2 

mm, this is also referred  to the criterion for ligation (7). Surgical therapy offers advantages 

such as prompt closure, decreased problems, and enhanced results. By immediately closing 

the PDA surgically, symptoms can be reduced and the infant's condition can be stabilized. 

Ligation can lower the risk for IVH, NEC and chronic lung disease by sealing the PDA. 



   

 
 

Furthermore, for infants who do not respond to medical therapy, ligation can improve 

outcomes by avoiding prolonged exposure to the symptoms of a significant PDA (36). 

However, surgical correction can be contraindicated, mainly because of severe pulmonary 

vascular diseases. Additionally, temporary intraoperative occlusion of the PDA does not 

essentially reverse the underlying pulmonary vascular disease and may not be recommended 

if elevated pulmonary arterial pressures do not reduce and aortic pressure does not rise as a 

result. Furthermore, ductus closure without concurrent repair of ductal-dependent lesions, 

such as aortic valve atresia, mitral valve atresia with hypoplastic left ventricle, pulmonary 

artery hypoplasia, pulmonary atresia, severe aortic coarctation, tricuspid atresia, and 

transposition of the great arteries, is contraindicated and potentially fatal. The patient's 

incapacity to endure general anesthesia and concurrent uncontrolled sepsis are further 

contraindications (37). 

Nevertheless, to guarantee the greatest results, it requires careful preoperative planning, a 

precise surgical technique, and exceptional postoperative care. Blood tests, cross-matches, 

and assessments are carried out beforehand. Antibiotics, usually gentamicin, are administered 

ahead of surgery in order to prevent sepsis. It is preferable to have post-ductal invasive 

arterial monitoring. Two peripheral intravenous cannulas are necessary, and the IV fluids 

under consideration should include enough sodium supplementation. Enteral feeding should 

be stopped six hours prior to surgery in critically ill newborns because it may raise the risk of 

aspiration and feeding intolerance. Regardless, a total parenteral nutrition (TPN) bag is 

prepared in order to ensure stability and proper nutritional intake after surgery, promoting 

repair and recovery. For sedation, morphine at 20–30 µg/kg is administered; in addition to 

that, a vecuronium infusion is used (36). Vecuronium infusions support muscle relaxation and 

provide optimal surgical conditions. Another infusion composing milrinone at 0.3 g/kg/min 

has to be prepared for post-operative use. Furthermore, cerebral, pre-, and post-ductal 

saturation probes are positioned. Since 2010, PDA ligations in preterm neonates have been 

performed in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) to reduce handling, hypothermia risk, 

and ventilation disturbances (36). The surgery is performed in a theatre on both post-term and 

term newborns. For stability during operation, the baby must be ready at least half an hour 

beforehand. Selecting the right incubator is essential;. The surgery environment is prepared by 

the NICU staff, who make sure it is peaceful and in absence of parents. They set up the 

equipment and prepare the infant in accordance with standard guidelines, making sure that all 

monitoring probes and wires are in place. If the baby is in a Babytherm, the overhead heater is 



   

 
 

switched on, and the baby is kept warm with a transwarmer and covered in bubble wrap. 

During surgery, a specialized nurse ensures correct monitoring and management. A small 

incision is made on the left side of the chest to access the DA, subsequently, the DA is 

properly isolated and sealed with a tie or clip (36). TPN and vancomycin are continuously 

infused during this procedure. Monitoring for problems such as respiratory instability, 

hypotension, and pneumothorax is part of post-operative care. Following surgery, all neonates 

get 0.3 g/kg/min of milrinone as an infusion to support hemodynamics, avoid pulmonary 

hypertension, enhance cardiac function, reduce myocardial oxygen use, and optimize fluid 

balance (36). Chest X-rays, blood gas analysis, ongoing antibiotics, cardiac echo, sufficient 

analgesia, prompt feed resumption and removal of the chest drain are all part of routine care. 

Potential complications can include pneumothorax, damage to the recurrent laryngeal nerve, 

incomplete duct ligation, ligation of the incorrect vessel, unmasking of aortic coarctation, 

compression of the left main bronchus, acute blood loss, and post-ligation impaired LV 

contractility or cardio-respiratory syndrome. Although there is a chance of vocal cord 

paralysis, it is not frequently evaluated until symptoms continue even after extubation. 

Moreover, worldwide incidence rates of Post Ligation Cardiac Syndrome (PLIC) range from 

30% to 8%. Low cardiac output, poor circulation, hypotension, and severe left ventricular 

fibrillation are all symptoms of the illness. However, it appears that classic PLIC is becoming 

less common. Post-Ligation Cardiac-Respiratory Syndrome is undoubtedly more common 

than previously thought, though. This can be seen as a relative whiteout on a chest X-ray, 

relative hypertension, and worsening respiratory function 12-48 hours following surgery. In 

extremely preterm newborns, this is noticed after the PDA catheter is closed. Most likely, 

increased systemic vascular resistance and compromised diastolic function are the 

mechanisms generating pulmonary edema (36). 

A retrospective cohort study that looked at preterm newborns who were not responding to 

medication was conducted to investigate hsPDA. It was discovered that there was no 

statistically significant difference in the death rates between PDA ligation recipients and non-

recipients. The requirement for surgical ligation was linked to factors such as low gestational 

age, low Apgar score at 5 minutes, histologic chorioamnionitis, and PDA ductal diameter over 

2.0 mm (7). According to the study, early surgical ligation was related to a lower risk of 

severe NEC and IVH compared to late ligation, but both had similar mortality. On the other 

hand, there was a higher chance of NEC (stage III), IVH (grade III), culture-proven sepsis, 

and extended mechanical breathing (> 4 weeks) in the late ligation group. Due to possible side 



   

 
 

effects like hemorrhage, coarctation, hemodynamic compromise, retinopathy of prematurity, 

nerve injury, and neurodevelopmental impairment, surgical closure of PDA is still debatable. 

Notwithstanding these reservations, the research indicates that prompt ligation could shorten 

the time of infection exposure and mitigate the negative consequences of extended PDA 

patency, including problems with pulmonary circulation, edema, and heightened ventilator 

support. The retrospective design of the study, the limited sample size (233 patients), and the 

fact that only one skilled surgeon performed the surgeries are among its shortcomings. Large 

prospective multicenter trials with long-term follow-up are needed for future studies in order 

to fully understand the prognosis of preterm neonates with hsPDA who do not respond to 

medication (7). 

For children who weigh more than 5 kg, transcatheter procedures involving the implantation 

of an occluding coil are an option. Trials involving developing products are being conducted 

to achieve catheter-based PDA closure in smaller patients (18). 

Increasingly, the PDA is being closed via the percutaneous approach. For the majority of 

PDA cases in both adults and children, transcatheter occlusion is emerging as the preferred 

therapeutic option due to its efficacy as an alternative to surgical intervention. After the first 

few months of birth, catheterization is a successful therapeutic option and is considered the 

most common therapy for a PDA after the first birthday. As catheterization techniques 

progress, it has also been shown to be possible to successfully seal abnormalities in smaller 

infants. While several methods and tools have been developed over the past forty years for 

PDA occlusion, the rates of definitive closure remain substantially below surgical rates. 

Furthermore, patients with certain body sizes are not suitable for catheter-based closure (37). 

There are three common devices used for catheterization: the Gianturco spring occluding 

coils, the Amplatzer duct occluder and the Rashkind ductus occlusion device.  

 

 
Figure 2. A) shows catheter from pulmonary artery (PA) through PDA to proximal descending aorta (desc. Ao.). 

B) Amplatzer closure device shown in postclosure angiography of PDA. C) Close-up picture of Amplatzer 

device. (38) 



   

 
 

 

The most common devices for several years are the Gianturco spring occluding coils, first 

introduced in 1992. The coils either enter the arterial or venous system and are delivered to 

the ductus. This method is limited to a ductal diameter of 4-5mm and is most suitable for 

ducts with a minimal internal diameter of 2.5mm. With experienced surgeons and proper 

patient selection, catheterization is associated with low morbidity and effectiveness of 75-

100%.  The Amplatzer duct occluder II, a nitinol flexible mesh with a symmetrical design to 

provide conformability, has been approved since a major disadvantage was that a part of the 

previous occluder was protruding into the descending aorta, causing a partial obstruction of 

the lumen. The new device is generally more suitable for larger ducts and additionally more 

reliable. Finally, the Rashkind ductus occlusion device consists of a two-umbrella system that 

is delivered to the ductus either through the venous or arterial system. Its success rate is 83%, 

although it is not approved for use in the United States. 

 

 
Figure 3. Picture of Rashkind ductus occlusion device. (39) 

 

In summary, during catheterization, the PDA is typically completely occluded. A tiny residual 

left-to-right shunt may occasionally persist, but it normally closes within a few days or weeks 

due to thrombus formation. An unusual left-to-right shunt may continue through a partially 

occluded PDA, although it will always be much smaller than it was prior to occlusion. Any 

residual defect should be treated, generally with a second catheter surgery, due to the long-

term risk of endocarditis. A persistent ductus after occlusion attempts has seldom resulted in 

hemolysis or endocarditis. The limited procedural risks associated with PDA occlusion by 

catheter rely on the experience of the treating physician, device embolization, blood vessel 

damage, bleeding at the access site, infection, and stroke. Following the closure of the PDA, 

no extra precautions or restrictions are required and if pulmonary hypertension is not present, 

there is no need for exercise limitation. In the chance of bacteremia caused by either surgery 

or a catheter, the majority of doctors advise antibiotic prophylaxis for six to twelve months 

after closure. Recanalization and recurrence of a left-to-right shunt following PDA ligation 



   

 
 

are extremely unusual, however there are accounts of these events (37). It is advisable to get 

follow-up echocardiograms and echocardiography 2-3 weeks following the procedure, until 

full closure is confirmed, if a PDA has been closed using interventional radiologic procedures 

(37).  

 

 
Figure 4. Closure devices for percutaneous use of PDA. (40) 

 

Complications and conesquences 

Complications include the Eisenmenger phenomenon, right heart failure (RHF) and surgical 

complications like the closure of the aorta or recurrent laryngeal nerve injury (1). 

Eisenmenger syndrome is an uncommon condition with symptoms caused by a major shunt 

malfunction resulting in shunt inversion due to pulmonary vascular remodelling and 

vasoconstriction. Worsening exertional dyspnea, edema, palpitations, syncope, dizziness and 

increasing cyanosis are typical symptoms, which appear if PDA is left untreated. Furthermore, 

there may be ascites, right upper quadrant pain, dermatological signs, and digital clubbing 

(41). RHF is characterized by symptoms that come from impairment of vena cava flow or 

dysfunction of the right heart's components, mostly the right ventricle, but also the tricuspid 

valve and right atrium. Because of this malfunction, the right heart cannot sufficiently pump 

blood to the lungs at normal central venous pressures (42). In relation to surgical 

complications, it is possible for the aorta to be closed due to unintentional clipping. Moreover, 

the left recurrent laryngeal nerve is susceptible to the same circumstances. Therefore, the 



   

 
 

surgeon must employ significant caution in order to prevent those mistakes (1). Consequences 

associated with systemic undercirculation include disorders like hypotension, IVH, NEC, and 

acute kidney injury (AKI). Or consequences can be either due to the effects of pulmonary 

overcirculation, correlating with pulmonary edema, hemorrhage and hypertension as well 

BPD. Increased pulmonary blood flow from the left-to-right shunt is the cause of pulmonary 

edema. Pulmonary hemorrhage is also related to an increase in flow, especially when the duct 

diameter is larger (12). BPD is a chronic lung disease that mainly affects preterm or low-

birth-weight babies. It is characterized by lung inflammation and scarring, which is frequently 

brought on by extended use of oxygen therapy and mechanical ventilation. Breathing 

difficulties, chronic respiratory issues, and an elevated risk of lung infections can all result 

from BPD (43). A 4.5-fold increased risk of BPD was observed in newborns with PDA who 

were diagnosed within the first week of life in a research involving 865 VLBW babies. The 

duration of the PDA and the requirement for mechanical ventilation may have an impact on 

the risk of BPD and other chronic lung problems. In a study of 423 newborns under 27 weeks 

gestation, a significant relationship between moderate-to-large PDA and BPD was seen only 

when the PDA lasted seven or more days (26). According to another study, the risk of BPD 

was only elevated by moderate-to-large PDAs in newborns who needed mechanical 

ventilation for ten or more days (44). It appears that BPD development requires extended 

exposure to both PDA and mechanical ventilation. In preterm newborns with BPD, 

pulmonary hypertension has a significant role in morbidity and mortality rates. Moderate or 

large PDAs are furthermore linked to clinically severe hypotension, necessitating vasoactive 

treatment. Hypotension may be resistant to vasopressor therapy in certain instances and may 

continue even after the PDA is surgically ligated. This could be brought on by low cortisol, 

cardiac dysfunction, or aberrant vascular tone. Due to the potential for hemodynamic 

instability in newborns with large PDAs, shunts appear also to be connected to an elevated 

risk of IVH. There is little evidence that connects the lower cerebral blood flow and 

oxygenation observed in infants with severe PDAs to IVH. Additionally, it is believed that a 

higher risk of NEC in preterm infants may result from reduced blood supply to the abdominal 

aorta via ductal steal through larger PDAs. Nevertheless, there is insufficient evidence to 

prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the circulatory instability linked to PDA raises the risk 

(12). Generally,  NEC, which can affect any portion of the gastrointestinal tract and is 

characterized by gut wall necrosis of varying thickness, is often one of the most dangerous 

illnesses affecting the gastrointestinal tract in newborns (45). AKI risk is higher in neonates 



   

 
 

with significant PDAs. According to a secondary analysis of the AWAKEN cohort research, 

which reported 526 VLBW children, infants with PDA had an incidence of AKI that was 

almost two times higher than infants without PDA (46). The study found no evidence that the 

PDA management technique (pharmacologic treatment versus transcatheter intervention or 

conservative care) affected the risk of AKI. Other studies have connected the risk of AKI to 

medical treatment with nonselective COX inhibitors, namely indomethacin (12). 

 

There are various conditions associated with reopening of PDA, including, hypoxia, acidosis 

and sepsis. Preterm babies typically do not experience the same level of hypoxia and 

morphological remodelling as term babies, and the DA frequently stays open for several days 

following birth. Because the preterm ductus does not develop an intramural vasa vasorum 

until after 26 weeks of gestation, it is unable to achieve the hypoxia required for 

morphological remodelling unless luminal flow is completely stopped. As a result, the 

preterm ductus is still sensitive to reopening and receptive to vasodilators. Moreover, hypoxia 

causes an increase in pulmonary artery pressure, which can reverse the DA's normal shutting 

process and cause it to open or reopen. Acidosis impairs the contraction of the ductal muscle, 

which might lead to reopening, as it affects the function of smooth muscles, including the DA. 

Inflammatory mediators may be released as a result of systemic inflammation in sepsis. These 

mediators have the ability to upset the DA's regular operations and organization, encouraging 

reopening (47). 

 

Prognosis and outcomes  

The prognosis is favourable for infants with an isolated PDA, but in premature newborns, 

other comorbidities affect the prognosis. Most children have a normal life expectancy after 

PDA closure; anyhow, spontaneous closure is extremely uncommon after the first three 

months of life. The amount of blood flowing through the PDA correlates to morbidity and 

mortality. If left untreated, it may result in premature mortality and pulmonary hypertension. 

Furthermore, RDS can occur in premature newborns with PDA. Surgical complications can 

result in death, damage to the phrenic nerve and pulmonary artery, obstruction of the 

descending aorta, and injury to the recurrent laryngeal nerve. The majority of individuals who 

receive PDA ligation or other medical therapy recover well. However, the prognosis 

frequently depends on the presence of other conditions. Indomethacin therapy achieves 

effective closure in 80–90% of neonates. In the event that the ductus reopens, even newborns 



   

 
 

receiving medical treatment with ibuprofen may need surgery to close. Adults who do not 

have fixed pulmonary hypertension always need surgical closure, although the condition of 

the pulmonary vasculature must be determined prior to the procedure (1). 

There is the possibility that the PDA can be so insignificant that adults with older age get an 

unintentional discovery obtained during physical examination or echocardiography screening. 

Two examples are a 28-year-old and a 37-year-old woman (38). A 28-year-old sports 

instructor with no cardiac history visited the outpatient clinic for a cardiac screening for 

congenital heart disease because her brother had a bicuspid aortic valve. She was symptom-

free and had a great capacity for exercise. Physical examination revealed a young woman in 

good health. Her blood pressure was 110/60 mmHg and her heart rate was 60 beats per 

minute. There was a persistent left subclavicular murmur, grade 2/6, with the first and second 

heart sounds being normal. No symptoms of venous congestion were present. There were no 

abnormalities seen on the chest X-ray or ECG. However, a little shunt from the proximal 

descending aorta to the major pulmonary artery was observed during the echocardiographic 

test and the PDA was officially diagnosed. The patient's PDA was successfully closed 

percutaneously using a four-loop, 5 mm coil that was inserted from the aortic side. 

The other patient, a 37-year-old lady with a history of PDA, went to the emergency 

department with palpitations, collapse, and dyspnea. In 1993, an attempt was made to 

percutaneously seal the PDA, but the shunt was too big to be closed with the devices available 

at the time. She did not visit the outpatient clinic again until she started experiencing the 

previously mentioned symptoms. Moreover, she had to cease working due to increasing 

limitations on her everyday tasks. Upon physical examination, the patient's blood pressure 

was 155/70 mmHg and heart rate was 83 beats/min. In addition to the typical first and second 

heart sounds, there was a persistent murmur in the second left intercostal region that was 

indicative of a third heart sound. The sounds of breathing were typical and no symptoms of 

venous congestion were present. The ECG revealed a normal sinus rhythm along with 

indications of hypertrophy or dilatation of the left ventricle and left atrial dilatation. 

Paroxysmal atrial fibrillation was detected by the cardiac rhythm monitor. Cardiomegaly and 

enlarged pulmonary vascular markings were seen on the chest X-ray. Echocardiography 

revealed a large, continuous flow from the aorta to the pulmonary artery via the PDA. The 

maximum flow rate of 4.5 m/sec suggested that the pulmonary artery pressure was high. With 

an end-diastolic diameter of 82 mm and an endsystolic diameter of 65 mm, the left ventricle 

was dilated. The ductal diameter measured 11 mm. These results (left ventricular volume 



   

 
 

overload and pulmonary hypertension) allowed the PDA to be effectively closed with an 

Amplatzer ductus occluder. During follow-up, the small residual shunt that was still visible on 

the echocardiogram the day after the intervention closed. The left ventricular dimensions 

decreased to an end-systolic diameter of 57 mm and an end-diastolic diameter of 64 mm 

during an 18-month follow-up period. There had been no noticeable rise in the left ventricle's 

systolic performance. Nevertheless, following treatment, the patient reported feeling 

significantly better. She was able to carry out her work as usual and showed no symptoms. 

It was advised that these two patients undergo endocarditis prophylaxis for six months 

following their treatments (38). 

 

Discussion 

A cohort study examined a group of newborns born before 28 weeks of gestation. They 

classified the newborns according to whether the ductus closed spontaneously, if a PDA 

occurred, or if a PDA became resistant to ibuprofen (48). Compared to infants with ibuprofen-

resistant PDA, those who responded well to the first round of ibuprofen treatment had greater 

gestational ages, higher rates of BPD and IVH, and lower rates of sepsis. The study found that 

higher gestational age independently increased the likelihood of PDA closure with ibuprofen 

treatment while decreasing the likelihood of developing ibuprofen-resistant PDA. 

Furthermore, there was a significant increase in the probability of ibuprofen failure in closing 

PDA in cases of sepsis occurring within the first three days of life. This demonstrates that 

infections can adversely affect the course of PDA treatment. The reason why ibuprofen-

resistant PDA is more common in extremely preterm infants than in more mature preterm 

infants is, however, unknown. It is possible that the increased expression of prostaglandin 

receptors in these patients explains why the DA is less sensitive to cyclooxygenase inhibition. 

Moreover, the administration of ibuprofen and indomethacin may be reversed by the 

vasodilator agents nitric oxide and carbon monoxide production being increased. Lower 

gestational ages predict both PDA and ibuprofen-resistant PDA among the clinical features, 

but sepsis alone predicts an ibuprofen-resistant PDA (48). 

In a pilot investigation, the effect of in-utero aspirin exposure near delivery on preterm baby 

outcomes, namely the burden of hsPDA, was investigated (49). The study discovered that 

preterm babies whose mothers used aspirin had a considerably decreased incidence of hsPDA. 

The newborns have also shown increased susceptibility to postnatal pharmaceutical therapy 

for PDA. According to the study, aspirin's early and irreversible inactivation of the COX 



   

 
 

enzyme may change the prostaglandin milieu that is produced locally within the premature 

DA, resulting in PDA closure and increased responsiveness to pharmacological therapy. The 

study group's infants experienced more liberal advancement of enteral feeds and faster 

attainment of full enteral nutrition because they had earlier definitive PDA closure and lower 

cumulative doses of ibuprofen. Notably, the study group did not experience any incidents of 

gastrointestinal hemorrhage. Additionally, the study group demonstrated a tendency towards a 

decreased rate of surgical ligation, suggesting that prenatal aspirin exposure may be beneficial 

in lowering the incidence of hsPDA resistance to treatment. While there has not been much 

research on the cardiovascular morbidity of preterm infants exposed to aspirin in utero, this 

pilot study raises the possibility that aspirin exposure close to preterm delivery may have an 

impact on lowering the incidence of hsPDA and enhancing response to PDA treatment. 

However, considering the study's limitations, including its retrospective nature and limited 

cohort size, more expansive prospective trials are needed to show a direct cause-effect 

connection between maternal aspirin consumption and premature cardiac morbidity (49). 

 

Conclusion 

The management of hsPDA in preterm newborns remains a difficult element of neonatal care. 

A substantial improvement in the early diagnosis and treatment of hsPDA is shown by the 

suggested clinical diagnostic score. This non-invasive score yields a sensitivity of 84% and a 

specificity of 80% by combining standardized clinical indicators with echocardiographic 

measures, making it easier to precisely identify neonates that require intervention. More 

precise monitoring of the hemodynamic importance of PDA is made possible by the scoring 

system's ongoing evaluation of specified clinical parameters. This strategy reduces the 

number of needless echocardiogram assessments, which eases the burden on the medical 

community and the vulnerable preterm babies who have to have these operations performed. 

The application of this clinical diagnostic score may ultimately result in more focused and 

efficient treatment plans, enhancing the general prognosis for premature newborns with 

hsPDA. To ensure the wider applicability of this scoring system, future research should 

concentrate on testing it across various infants and situations. Furthermore, investigating how 

to combine this score with newly developed biomarkers and cutting-edge imaging methods 

may improve the accuracy and consistency of hsPDA diagnosis even further. The neonatal 

care community can significantly improve the prognosis and quality of life for preterm 

newborns affected by this illness by further refining and validating this diagnostic tool. 



   

 
 

Summary 

In neonatal care, PDA remains a major problem, especially for preterm infants. This thesis 

reviews the current knowledge on PDA, emphasizing the difficulties and disagreements 

surrounding its diagnosis and management. Normally, the DA, crucial for fetal development, 

closes shortly after birth; in premature infants, it frequently stays patent. Severe side effects 

from hsPDA can include heart failure, respiratory distress, and an elevated risk of various 

morbidities like IVH, BPD, and NEC. Pharmacological therapies, typically NSAIDs like 

indomethacin and ibuprofen, are frequently used. However, there is a risk of renal impairment 

and gastrointestinal problems. Another alternative is surgical closure, but it is usually saved 

for situations where pharmacological therapy is ineffective. Echocardiography plays a crucial 

role in detecting and assessing PDA; it determines the presence and severity, makes treatment 

decisions, and evaluates the effectiveness of therapy. Nonetheless, various descriptions of 

hsPDA are used, which emphasize the necessity of standardized testing and therapeutic 

approaches. Early indomethacin administration as a preventive measure, to avoid PDA 

problems has been investigated in recent research. Emerging pharmaceutical treatments and 

the development of less invasive surgical methods present promising paths toward enhancing 

outcomes for preterm newborns with PDA. 

In conclusion, while enormous progress has been achieved in understanding and managing 

PDA, more research is required to produce standardized, evidence-based guidelines for 

diagnosis and therapy. Balancing the benefits and risks of PDA therapies is crucial to 

optimize the health and development of preterm infants. 

 

Keywords: Echocardiography, hypoxia, hsPDA, ibuprofen resistance, indomethacin, patent 

ductus arteriosus, preterm infants 
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